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Abstract—This paper is concerned with investigating the factors that contribute to optimizing information transfer (IT) rate in humans.
With an increasing interest in designing complex haptic signals for a wide variety of applications, there is a need for a better
understanding of how information can be displayed in an optimal way. Based on the results of several early studies from the 1950s, a
general “rule of thumb” has arisen in the literature which suggests that IT rate is dependent primarily on the stimulus delivery rate and is
optimized for presentation rates of 2-3 items/s. Thus, the key to maximizing IT rate is to maximize the information in the stimulus set.
Recent data obtained with multidimensional tactual signals, however, appear to contradict these conclusions. In particular, these
current results suggest that optimal delivery rate varies with stimulus information to yield a constant peak IT rate that depends on the
degree of familiarity and training with a particular stimulus set. We discuss factors that may be responsible for the discrepancies in
results across studies including procedural differences, training issues, and stimulus-response compatibility. These factors should be
taken into account when designing haptic signals to yield optimal IT rates for communication devices.
Index Terms—Communication, human performance, information transfer rate, mobile device.
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INTRODUCTION

T

HIS paper is concerned with investigating the factors that
contribute to optimizing information transfer (IT) rate
in humans. This issue has important ramifications for the
design of human-machine interfaces in a wide variety of
applications, including mobile communication devices,
virtual environment and teleoperator systems, as well as
sensory aids for persons with impaired vision and/or
hearing. The ultimate goal in the design of any display is to
achieve rates of information transfer that enable the user to
perform the intended task quickly and accurately (following a reasonably short training period). To date, however,
few studies have assessed the information transmission
capability of mobile or virtual reality systems. This is
despite increasing interest in the design of haptic signals for
conveying more than 1 bit of information (i.e., on and off)
on mobile and wearable displays (see, for example, studies
on “vibratese” [1], “haptic icons” [2], “tactile melodies” [3],
“tactons” [4], and tactor arrays [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11],
[12], [13]). In most studies, performance metrics have
included percent-correct scores or error rates, as well as
data obtained from questionnaires. An exception is the
study by Chen et al. [14] that measured information transfer
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for tactor localization using two 3  3 arrays placed on the
dorsal and volar forearm near the wrist. Other metrics, such
as task completion time [15] and detection or discrimination
thresholds [16], have also been widely used when studying
haptic displays. All these performance metrics can provide
valuable information to designers of displays, but they also
have their limitations when performance needs to be
assessed in terms of communication efficiency. For example, task completion time is confounded with performance
level by the participants’ speed-accuracy tradeoff criteria,
and therefore, the fastest user may not always be the best
one. The value of error rate can be highly dependent on the
context of the task. A higher localization error will result
from cramming more tactors into the same area on the skin.
But error rate alone cannot inform a device designer of the
maximum number of tactors on a haptic display that
ensures perfect localization. Discrimination thresholds
carry the units of the physical parameters involved and
cannot be meaningfully compared (e.g., it is not clear
whether a 0.5 N force magnitude discrimination threshold
is better or worse than a 23-degree force direction
discrimination threshold). And the limitations of questionnaires have been addressed by Slater [17].
Information measures, however, have the potential to
overcome many of the above-mentioned limitations for
assessing the information transmission capabilities of visual,
auditory, haptic, as well as multisensory information displays. Static information transfer (IT) quantifies the amount
by which uncertainty has been reduced [18]. It is useful for
characterizing performance when the task involves the
correct identification of one stimulus from a set of alternatives. The IT measure is usually independent of the task
context (e.g., increasing the number of stimuli in an
identification task will not increase the overall information
transfer once channel capability has been reached). The
Published by the IEEE CS, RAS, & CES
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information transfer capability of different displays can be
directly compared, unlike discrimination thresholds, in
terms of IT in the unit of bits (e.g., a force display versus a
tactor array). Furthermore, the information transmission
achievable through a complex system involving many
parameters (haptic force, vibration, visual color, auditory
pitch, etc.) can be summarized and adequately expressed in
bits [19]. Dynamic information transmission where a sequence of stimuli is presented in rapid succession and
identified individually or as a group (e.g., speech, tactile ring
tone, etc.) is measured by IT rate in bits/second. When signals
are presented at regular temporal intervals, then the IT rate is
simply the average IT per signal presentation (in bits)
multiplied by the presentation rate (items/second). When
interstimulus intervals vary, however, then the average IT
rate can be obtained by the ratio of the overall IT over the total
duration of signal presentation. This paper focuses on the
factors contributing to the optimization of IT rate, which is the
ultimate goal of any communication system.
The use of information concepts in psychophysical
studies and in user performance assessment was introduced
in the 1950s, spawning numerous publications in this area
(the most famous of which are perhaps Fitt’s Law [20] and
Miller’s classical paper [21]). There is a void in the more
recent literature on applying information theory to human
behavior research (although see [22], [23], [24], [25], [26]). It is
perhaps time to revisit the progress that has been made in
this area, and investigate what new theory and/or methodology are needed in order to apply information theory to
the assessment of human performance with a haptic
communication system. In this context, it is the intention of
this paper to summarize past and ongoing research on the
conditions for maximizing IT rate.
Although there is no well-tested and complete theory for
predicting optimal IT rates for a given type of display, there
are some “rules of thumb” that have arisen based on
observations from some early studies concerned with this
problem. One such guideline is the generally accepted view
that the IT rate is dependent primarily on the stimulus
delivery rate and is optimized for delivery rates in the range
of 2 to 3 items/s independent of the information in the
stimulus set (see [18], p. 91, citing [27]). According to this
guideline, the key to maximizing IT rate is to maximize the
information in the stimulus set. In this paper, we reexamine Garner’s [18] “rule of thumb” in light of recent
data (concerned with measuring IT rate for multidimensional tactual signals) which appear to be at odds with the
general conclusions arrived at previously. In particular,
these current results suggest that optimal delivery rate
varies with stimulus information to yield a constant peak IT
rate whose magnitude depends on the degree of familiarity
and training with a particular set of stimuli.
We first review several early studies whose results form
the basis of the generally accepted notions regarding IT rate
(Section 2). We then describe the results of some recent
studies on IT rate which appear to contradict those of the
earlier studies (Section 3). We relate the results of these
studies to previously reported estimates of IT rates for a
variety of different highly learned methods of human
communication (Section 4). Finally, we discuss the studies
in terms of factors that may contribute to discrepancies in
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specifying guidelines for maximizing IT rate (Section 5) and
present a summary of our conclusions (Section 6).

2

REVIEW OF EARLY LITERATURE ON IT RATE

The results of several important studies performed in the
1950s provide the experimental database from which
conclusions concerning the relations among stimulus
information, stimulus delivery rate, and peak rates of
information transfer have been drawn. The basic measurements employed in this research are typically derived from
identification experiments with the following basic characteristics: A set of K stimuli (Si ; 1  i  K) is constructed
for the experiment; a set of K responses (Rj ; 1  j  K) is
constructed with a one-to-one association with each of the
K stimuli; the participant is presented with stimuli selected
at random from the stimulus set; on each presentation, the
participant chooses a response from the response set; and
the experimental results are tabulated in the form of a
stimulus-response confusion matrix from which measurements of IT are computed. The quantity IT measures the
increase in information about the signal transmitted
resulting from knowledge of the received signal. For a
particular stimulus-response pair (Si ; Rj ), the quantity IT is
given by log2 ½P ðSi =Rj Þ=P ðSi Þ; where P ðSi =Rj Þ is the
conditional probability of Si given Rj , and P ðSi Þ is the a
priori probability of Si . The average IT is thus given by
IT ¼

K X
K
X
j¼1 i¼1



P ðSi =Rj Þ
;
P ðSi ; Rj Þ log2
P ðSi Þ

ð1Þ

or, equivalently,
IT ¼

K X
K
X


P ðSi ; Rj Þ log2

j¼1 i¼1


P ðSi ; Rj Þ
;
P ðSi ÞP ðRj Þ

ð2Þ

where P ðSi ;Rj Þ is the joint probability of stimulus Si and
response Rj ; and P ðRj Þ is the probability of Rj .
The maximum likelihood estimate of IT, denoted ITest ,
derived from a stimulus-response matrix is computed by
approximating underlying probabilities with frequencies of
occurrence:
ITest ¼

K X
K
X
nij
j¼1 i¼1

n


log2


nij  n
;
ni  nj

ð3Þ

where n is the total number of trials collected, nij is the
number of times the joint event (Si , Rj ) occurs, and ni ¼
PK
PK
j¼1 nij and nj ¼
i¼1 nij are the row and column sums.
Two related measures, Information in Stimulus (IS) and
Information in Response (IR), evaluate the average
information in stimulus and response, respectively. They
P
are computed as IS ¼  K
i¼1 P ðSi Þ log2 P ðSi Þ and IR ¼
P
P
ðR
Þ
log
P
ðR
Þ.
The
value of IS is maximized
 K
j
j
2
j¼1
when all stimulus alternatives are equally likely, P ðSi Þ ¼
1=Kði ¼ 1; . . . KÞ, and IS ¼ log2 K. Likewise, the value of IR
is maximized when all responses are equally likely,
P ðRj Þ ¼ 1=Kðj ¼ 1; . . . ; KÞ, and IR ¼ log2 K. IR can therefore be regarded as a measure of response bias; it decreases
from its maximal value as response bias increases.
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TABLE 1
Summary of Forced-Pace Results in [27]

Klemmer and Muller [27] studied information transmission rate using forced pace tests as a function of the two
independent variables, rate of stimulus presentation and
amount of information in the stimulus set. The stimuli
were flashing lights to which participants responded by
pressing patterns of keys. Light patterns were displayed
on N ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4, or 5 bulbs, each bulb carried 1 bit of
information (either on or off), and all possible patterns of
lights were employed for each value of N. For each
stimulus set, the number of possible stimulus alternatives
is given by K ¼ 2N and stimulus information in bits is
given by log2 ð2N Þ ¼ N (for the case of equal probability of
presentation for each stimulus which applies to this
study). For each value of N, streams of stimuli were
presented at a rate of 2, 3, 4, or 5 items/s (fixed within a
given run). The stimulus duration and interstimulus
interval (ISI, defined as the time between the offset of
one stimulus and the onset of the next stimulus) were
always equal in duration, and thus, changed as a function
of presentation rate such that signal duration T (and ISI)
took on values of 250, 167, 125, and 100 ms at presentation
rates of 2, 3, 4, and 5 items/s, respectively. For a given
value of N, stimulus patterns were presented in random
order at a given presentation rate. The participant’s task
was to identify each signal using a set of motor responses
bearing a one-to-one correspondence with the signals in a
given set. The output array consisted of five telegraph
keys (each positioned under one finger of one hand), each
of which corresponded to one of the five light bulbs. A
time window was established for recording the response
to a given stimulus based on an estimated distribution of
reaction time (RT) derived from preliminary tests.
Additional testing was conducted using a self-paced
procedure in which a new stimulus was presented 20 ms
following the participant’s response to the previous stimulus. The self-paced task employed 31 (rather than 32)
stimulus alternatives (IS ¼ 4:95 bits) due to the elimination
of the stimulus with no lit bulbs. Participants were instructed
in this self-paced task to respond as rapidly as possible.
Preliminary measurements of the mean RT in a self-paced
task were used to set the signal duration for each participant
such that the light-on time was roughly equal to the RT.
Stimulus-response confusion matrices were constructed
and used to derive measures of IT. The IT rate in bits/second
was computed as the product of the IT in bits/item and the
presentation rate in items/second. The data were fit with
smooth curves by the authors from which maximal IT rates

were interpolated. Experimental results for the forced-pace
tests are summarized in Table 1. Maximal IT rates were
achieved for presentation rates between 2 and 3 items/s for
stimulus sets with N in the range of 2 to 5, and at a
presentation rate of 3.7 items/s for N ¼ 1. Maximal IT rate
increased with the information of the stimulus set, going
from 2.8 bits/s for N ¼ 1 to 10.5 bits/s for N ¼ 5. For each
stimulus set, the IT rate decreased as the presentation rate
increased above 2 to 3 items/s (with the exception of N ¼ 1).
These results imply that a reasonable approach toward
maximizing IT rate lies in maintaining a presentation rate in
the range of 2 to 3 items/s and maximizing the information
in the stimulus set (IS).
Measurements of average RTs in the forced-pace task
indicated that RT increased monotonically from roughly
260 ms for the 1-bit stimulus set to an asymptotic value of
roughly 410 ms for stimulus information in the range of 2
to 5 bits. For each value of N, the reciprocal of the RT
corresponded closely to the stimulus presentation rate for
peak IT rate. Thus, for example, for IS ¼ 1 bit, the stimulus
presentation rate for peak IT rate was 3.7 items/s and the
mean RT was 260 ms (corresponding to 1=RT ¼
3:8 items=s). Similarly, for IS ¼ 5 bit, the peak presentation
rate was 2.4 items/s and mean RT was 410 ms (corresponding to 1=RT ¼ 2:4 items=s). In the self-paced task
(with 31 stimulus alternatives and IS ¼ 4:95 bits), average
RT was roughly 400 ms, corresponding to a presentation
rate of roughly 2.5 items/s. Measurements of IT rate under
the self-paced task (roughly 11 bits/s) were roughly
similar to those obtained under the forced-pace task with
32 stimulus alternatives (IS ¼ 5 bits) and presentation rate
of 2.4 items/ s. These results imply that under an ideal
pacing of 2.5 items/s and an RT of 400 ms, the participant
will be responding to a given stimulus as the next stimulus
in the random sequence is being presented and suggest
that the RT for the motor response plays a role in
determining maximal IT rate. Klemmer and Muller [27]
argue, however, that an inability to carry out the motor
response is not a limiting factor in the maximal IT rates
measured in these experiments. They base their argument
on the observation of relatively high values of information
in the response (IR) even at the highest rates of presentation. For example, the observed IR rate was roughly
20 bits/s out of an available 25 bits/s for N ¼ 5. All the
maintenance of high IR rates at fast presentation rates
implies, however, is that even at these high presentation
rates, the participant continued to make substantial use of
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most of the responses, and therefore, very few (if any) of
the motor actions themselves required too much time to
execute. No consideration is given in this argument,
however, to the correctness of the responses. Clearly, in
such psychophysical tasks, the time used to respond must
include not only the time used to identify the stimulus and
the time used to perform the motor actions that constitute
the response, but also the time required to select the motor
response that corresponds to the stimulus identified. In our
opinion, the argument by Klemmer and Muller (which is
based on the preservation of high IR rates independent of
the correctness of the responses) totally ignores this
component of the RT. Further comments on this issue are
included in Section 5.
Alluisi et al. [28] examined the interaction between
stimulus information and rate of presentation in a visual
task requiring identification of Arabic numerals. Stimuli
were Arabic numerals (sets of 2, 4, and 8 numerals with 1, 2,
and 3 bits of stimulus information, respectively). The
stimuli were illuminated on a display screen and were
presented at rates of 1, 2, or 3 items/s under a forcedpace format. (The duration of the stimuli is not available in
the description of the study.) Two different methods of
response were investigated: a response employing pressing
of keys with fingers (each key corresponded to a different
numeral using a natural placement of the fingers on the
keys and assignment of numerals to the keys) and a verbal
response (where the participant spoke the name of the
numeral). IT was calculated from stimulus-response confusion matrices for each stimulus set and mode of response
and IT rates were computed from the product of IT and
presentation rate.
Different levels of performance were observed for the
two different methods of response. For the verbal responses, IT rate increased with presentation rate for each of
the three stimulus sets. The normalized IT (i.e., IT/IS)
decreased slightly with an increase in presentation rate
(going from approximately 100 to 80 percent as rate
increased from 1 to 3 items/s for each of the three stimulus
sets). The maximal IT rate observed using verbal responses,
7.9 bits/s, occurred with the 3-bit per item stimulus set and
a presentation rate of 3 items/s. For the key-pressing
responses, the maximal IT rate achieved was only 2.8 bits/s
(using the 3-bit stimulus set and a presentation rate of
1 item/s). The percentage IT using these responses dropped
drastically with presentation rate, going from 80 percent at
the slowest rate to only 10 percent at the highest rate for
each of the three stimulus sets. Alluisi et al. attribute the
differences in performance between the verbal and motor
response methods to a difference in stimulus-response
compatibility. One might also argue, however, that the
dramatic reduction in performance for the motor response
method as a function of item presentation rate was due (at
least in part) to insufficient time to carry out the motor
response between stimulus presentations.
Three cases occurred in this study where the same
information presentation rate was achieved through two
different combinations of stimulus information and item
presentation rate: 2 bits/s (1-bit stimulus set at 2 items/s or
2-bit set at 1 item/s); 3 bits/s (1-bit set at 3 items/s or 3-bit
set at 1 item/s); and 6 bits/s (2-bit set at 3 items/s or 3-bit set
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at 2 items/s). In each case (and for both response methods),
a higher measured IT rate was achieved with the higherinformation stimulus set and the lower item presentation
rate, whether for verbal or key-pressing response. The range
of information presentation rates achieved in the study was
limited by the fact that stimulus information never exceeded
3 bits and item presentation rate never exceeded 3 items/s.
Thus, from these data, it is difficult to conclude that the
optimal item presentation rate is 2-3 items/s because
performance was never examined at higher rates.
We now turn our attention to the results of some recent
measurements of IT rate arising from studies with the
tactual reception of multidimensional signals.

3

DESCRIPTION OF IT-RATE STUDIES wITH
TACTUAL SIGNALS

A somewhat different picture of factors related to the
optimization of IT rate has emerged from a series of studies
concerned with measuring the information transmission
capacity of the tactual sensory system. These experiments
employ sets of multidimensional signals created for presentation through a multifinger tactual stimulating device
[29], [30], [23]. The device consists of three independent
channels, each of which has a continuous frequency response
from dc to 300 Hz and a dynamic range of roughly 50 dB SL at
any given frequency. The stimuli were constructed using
components from within each of three perceptually distinct
regions of tactual sensation: slow motion (from dc to roughly
6 Hz), fluttering motion (in the region of roughly 10-70 Hz),
and smooth vibration (in the region above roughly 150 Hz).
One or two highly discriminable frequencies within each of
these three spectral regions were selected as the building
blocks of the stimulus sets. These frequency components
were used to construct single-frequency waveforms, twocomponent waveforms (made up of one frequency from each
of two different spectral regions), and three-component
waveforms (made up of one frequency from each of the three
different regions). Stimulus sets were created at different
values of signal duration (including 500, 250, and 125 ms). At
some values of frequency and duration, different values of
amplitude and onset direction of movement were also
employed as dimensions along which the components could
vary. The resulting waveforms were combined with the
attribute of location (typically three or four different values
corresponding to the stimulation of three different fingers or
combinations of them on the tactual display) to create a full
stimulus set at a particular value of signal duration.
Initially, experiments were conducted to measure static
IT for stimulus sets at each of three durations [29], [30],
[23]. At 500-ms and 250-ms, stimulus sets consisted of
30 waveforms (each of which could be presented at each
of four finger locations thumb, index finger, middle finger,
or all three fingers stimulated simultaneously): eight
single-frequency signals, 16 double-frequency signals,
and six triple-frequency signals. The size of the 125-ms
stimulus set was reduced to 19 waveforms: six singlefrequency signals, nine double-frequency signals, and four
triple-frequency signals (each of which could be presented
to any of the four finger locations). These studies
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employed a one-interval forced-choice procedure in which
one of the 30 (for 500- and 250-ms stimulus sets) or
19 (125-ms stimulus set) waveforms was presented at one
of the four possible finger locations. The participant’s task
was to decide which of the possible alternatives had been
presented on each trial using a stylus to select two icons
on a tablet. One icon represented stimulus waveform
(depicted graphically through displacement versus time
traces) and the second icon represented finger location
(depicted with text labels). The total number of alternatives was 120 (30 waveforms at each of four finger
locations) for the 500- and 250-ms stimulus sets and 76
(19 waveforms at each of four finger locations) for the 125ms set. Participants received training with each stimulus
set in the form of trial-by-trial correct answer feedback
until criterion performance of 95 percent correct or greater
was achieved. The amount of time required to reach this
level of performance varied across participants and
stimulus sets and ranged from roughly 10 minutes (for
the participant who was already familiar with the stimulus
sets) to 6 hours. Once a criterion level of performance was
achieved, participants were tested without feedback.
Estimates of static IT were derived using the empirically
based observation that, for low error rates (i.e., an error rate
of 5 percent or less), the quantity IT lies in the interval
ISð1  2eÞ < IT < ISð1  eÞ, where e is the overall error rate
and IS is the information in the stimulus set.1 Lower-bound
estimates of IT were 6.5 bits at 500 ms, 6.4 bits at 250 ms,
and 5.6 bits at 125 ms, corresponding to the static
transmission of roughly 90-94 percent of the information
available in the stimulus set.
Experiments were then carried out to estimate the IT rates
that could be achieved with similarly constructed stimulus
sets. In order to minimize training requirements so that IT
rates could be estimated within a reasonable time frame, and
yet to simulate to some degree the effects of forward and
backward masking that are likely to occur when the
participant is presented with a stream of stimuli, a task
was employed which required the participant to identify
only the middle stimulus (X) in a sequence of three
consecutive stimuli (AXB). A time-line depiction of this
procedure, referred to as an AXB identification paradigm, is
shown in Fig. 1. The three stimuli (maskers A and B and
target X) have the same signal duration (T1 ) and equal
intervals of silence between them (T0 ). The envelope period
of the stimulus is defined as Tonset ¼ T1 þ T0 . The participant’s task was to identify the target stimulus X, which was
preceded and followed by maskers A and B. The maskers A
and B and the target X were selected randomly from the
1. This formulation provides a means of bounding and estimating IT
from the percent-correct score when it is impractical to collect the number of
trials necessary for directly calculating unbiased estimates of IT (see [22],
[28], [32]). It is possible to demonstrate empirically that, for low error rates
(i.e., an error rate of 5 percent or less), the quantity IT lies in the interval
ISð1  2eÞ < IT < ISð1  eÞ, where e is the overall error rate and IS is the
information in the stimulus set. The lower bound can be shown to provide a
good approximation of IT under the “worst case” assumption that all
incorrect responses are distributed randomly throughout the off-diagonal
cells of the stimulus-response confusion matrix, while the upper bound
holds for the case in which incorrect responses are distributed such that all
the errors for a given stimulus are located in the same off-diagonal cell, and
a different off-diagonal cell is employed for the error responses to each
stimulus.
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Fig. 1. Time-line depiction of stimuli in AXB paradigm.

alternatives within a given stimulus set. For each stimulus
set and signal duration T1 , performance was examined as a
function of T0 (over a range of roughly 0 to 640 ms across
studies). Estimates of IT rate in bits/second for each
combination of T1 and T0 were calculated from the product
of the IT per presentation in bits/item and the presentation
rate in items/s (defined as the reciprocal of Tonset ).
A summary of experimental conditions employed in
several different studies with the AXB procedure is
provided in Table 2 (columns 1 through 5). Seven stimulus
sets are described briefly in Table 2 with regard to the
number of alternatives (K) in the set, the stimulus
information (log2 K), the duration of the signals (T1 ), and
the values of Tonset ¼ T1 þ T0 employed in the AXB
paradigm. The experiments encompassed a range of K
from 7 to 90, IS from 2.81 to 6.49 bits, signal duration T1
from 0.125 to 0.5 s, and Tonset from .125 to 1.0 s.
Results obtained in these studies are shown in Fig. 2. The
data shown here are results obtained with the one
participant who took part in all the conditions.2 Fig. 2a
displays normalized IT (i.e., the ratio of estimated IT to IS)
obtained with each stimulus set as a function of Tonset ¼
T1 þ T0 in the AXB paradigm. From this plot, it is clear that
for a small number of stimulus alternatives (7, see open
circles and squares), the participant’s performance approached unity for normalized information transmission
at Tonset values in excess of 250 ms. For a larger number of
stimulus alternatives (57 or 90, see filled symbols),
performance increases dramatically for Tonset values in the
range of roughly 200 to 500 ms and then continues to
improve gradually for values in the range of 500 to
1,000 ms. [The one datum point for 125-ms stimuli with
57 alternatives at Tonset ¼ 625 ms appears to be an anomaly
in that it does not follow the monotonically-increasing trend
of the rest of the data plotted here.] Data for the
intermediate number of stimulus alternatives (28, open
triangles and diamonds) lie between those for the smaller
and larger number of stimulus alternatives, demonstrating
a gradual and consistent trend in the normalized IT values
for all the experimental conditions tested.
In Fig. 2b, the estimated IT rate in bits/s is plotted as a
function of the information presentation rate. These data
indicate that the estimated IT rate in bits/s initially follows
the maximum achievable IT rate (indicated by the dashed
diagonal line in the figure), reaches a peak, and then
decreases, as a function of information presentation rate in
2. Results are available on at least three or four additional participants in
each of the experimental conditions (e.g., see [22], [30], [31]). The participant
whose data are presented here was the only participant common to all of
the conditions tested and was highly trained in the experimental tasks. His
data are consistent and repeatable; thus, we use his results to provide a clear
demonstration of the trends observed in our studies.
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TABLE 2
Summary of Experimental Conditions Employed in AXB Testing (Depicted in Fig. 1) is Provided in Columns 1 through 5
and Experimental Results Are Summarized in Columns 6 through 8

bits/s.3 Under two of the conditions (the 90-stimulus set at
500 ms—filled diamonds, and the 7-stimulus set at
250 ms—open circles), the observed IT rate is equivalent
to the information presentation rate (i.e., it follows the
dashed diagonal line in these two cases). In these cases, the
performance is essentially limited by the presentation rates
used rather than by perceptual limits; higher IT rates might
have been achieved if higher presentation rates had been
tested. One trend evidenced in this plot is that performance
in terms of IT rate seems to be determined primarily by the
information presentation rate in bits/second. For the most
part, the curves for the different conditions coincide,
demonstrating peak performance at a presentation rate of
roughly 15 bits/s (with the exception of the 28-stimuli set at
125 ms—open diamonds—where performance appears to
peak at a presentation rate of roughly 25 bits/s).
These experimental results are summarized in Table 2
(columns 6 through 8). The maximum (peak) IT rate in bits/
second obtained with each of the stimulus sets is provided
along with the value of Tonset (and its reciprocal, itempresentation rate in items/s) corresponding to peak IT rate.
For the two footnoted rates, the maximum IT rate was
limited by the maximum item presentation rate used for
these conditions (i.e., in these cases, the normalized IT
saturated at unity; see Fig. 2a). Peak IT rates typically fell into
a narrow range of roughly 10 to 13 bits/s, with the exception
of the 28-stimuli set at 125 ms where peak IT rate rose to
18 bits/s. On the other hand, the optimal item presentation
rate varied with the number of alternatives in the stimulus
set. The optimal presentation rate in items/second typically
decreased with the amount of information in the stimulus set
IS (or, conversely, the optimal Tonset tended to increase with
IS). As IS decreased from 6.49 to 2.81 bits, the optimal
presentation rate increased from 1.9 to 4.9 items/s.
Summers and colleagues estimated information transfer
rates associated with time-varying vibrotactile and electrotactile stimuli in several studies [33], [34], [35]. The
information transfer rate for vibrotactile coding of a step
3. Note that the IT rates drop precipitously toward zero as information
presentation rates increase beyond that for maximum IT rate. This is likely
due to the participants’ inability to keep up with incoming signals at the
faster rates, and therefore, their performance quickly falls apart.

change in the frequency of a pulse train was estimated to be
8.7 bits/s for practiced participants and predicted to be 1015 bits/s for stimuli with redundant coding of frequency
and amplitude changes ([33], supplemental data to Experiment 1). Another study ([34], Experiment 2) examined the
trade-off between stimulation presentation rate and IS in
creating an equivalent presentation rate of 19.8 bits/s using
stimuli that were 480-ms long frequency- and amplitudemodulated sequences of vibrotactile stimulus elements. One
set of stimuli employed six 80-ms elements with IS ¼ 1:58
bits and the other set employed three 160-ms elements with
IS ¼ 3:17 bits. Using a series of three such sequences of
vibrotactile stimulus elements and a 3AFC “odd-one-out”
procedure, the information transfer rate was estimated to be
6 bits/s for 160-ms stimulus elements, and was substantially lower for the 80-ms stimulus elements. Thus, the
trade-off between element duration and IS to create equal IT
rate did not result in equivalent levels of performance, as
participants experienced great difficulty with the stimuli
composed of briefer-duration elements and lower IS. In
another study, where participants were required to perceive
differences in short sequences of time-varying tactile
stimulus sequences ([35], Experiment 1), maximum information transfer was estimated to be 5 bits/s at the fingertip
and 7 bits/s at the wrist.
Despite major differences in stimuli and experimental
procedures (e.g., Summers et al. estimated information
transfer rate from a discrimination task as opposed to an
absolute identification task as we have done, and used onesite stimulation of the tactile system as opposed to our
multiple-site stimulation over the kinesthetic-cutaneous
range), the results from Summers et al.’s studies are roughly
consistent with the results shown in Fig. 2b.
In general, our results appear to be at variance with the
conclusions reached by previous investigators (e.g., Klemmer
and Muller [27]; Alluisi et al. [28]) that 1) optimal stimulus
presentation rate lies in the range of 2-3 items/s independent
of stimulus information and 2) the peak IT rate at any given
presentation rate increases monotonically with IS. Instead,
the results from our current tactual research suggest that
optimal stimulus presentation rate varies inversely with IS to
produce a constant peak IT rate (see Table 2).
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Fig. 2. Comparison of data from seven different stimulus sets for one
highly trained participant. In (a), the normalized IT (i.e., the ratio of
estimated IT to IS) is plotted as a function of the time between stimulus
onsets (Tonset ¼ T1 þ T0 ) in millisecond for the seven different stimulus
sets described in the legend attached to the panel. In (b), the estimated
IT rate in bits/second is plotted as a function of the information
presentation rate in bits/second for the same seven stimulus sets. The
dashed line plots the maximum possible IT rate.

4

IT RATES IN STUDIES WITH HIGHLY-LEARNED
STIMULUS SETS

The experiments described in Sections 2 and 3 above are
concerned with measurements of IT using artificially
constructed stimulus sets. Participants are initially unfamiliar with the stimulus sets and typically receive laboratory
training on the reception of these signals prior to data
collection. Also of interest in considering the factors that
affect IT rate are studies conducted with stimulus sets
which may be regarded as “overlearned” in terms of their
use as methods of communication in which participants are
highly practiced. In this section of the paper, we summarize
IT rates that have been estimated for highly experienced
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users of a variety of different methods of human communication (as estimated by Reed and Durlach [36]). It may be
argued that such rates for human language currently
represent a benchmark against which IT rates obtained
with other types of stimulus sets may be usefully compared.
Reed and Durlach [36] estimated IT rates in bits/second
(over a range of “typical” to “maximal” performance) for
each of a variety of different methods and modalities of
communication, including methods based on alphabetic
codes (such as reading, Morse Code, and fingerspelling),
phonemic codes (such as spoken English), and gestural
codes (such as American Sign Language). Communication
rates for typical and highly proficient users of each method
were obtained from studies in the literature. These rates
were converted into normalized transmission rate expressed in words/second. These normalized units were
then converted into estimates of IT rate in bits/second using
Shannon’s [37] calculations of the information content of a
single letter of the alphabet (roughly 1.5 bits/letter for
sentence length strings of words). Maximal IT rates in the
range of 40-60 bits/s were observed for auditory speech
reception, visual reception of written text through reading,
and visual reception of American Sign Language. Other
than reading (which involves simultaneous availability of
written letters on the page), alphabetic codes are less
efficient than phonemic and gestural codes. For example,
the maximal IT rates for Morse Code (auditory reception)
were estimated at 4.5 bits/s and fingerspelling (visual
reception) at 16 bits/s. Modality of reception also affects IT
rate. For example, haptic reception of a given code typically
resulted in IT rates that are roughly one-half of those
obtained through the normal channel of reception (be it
vision or audition).
Further insight into the effects of experience and
modality on communication rate is provided by a study
of the reception of Morse Code in which Tan et al. [38]
examined the ability of a group of highly experienced ham
radio operators and a group of naı̈ve participants to receive
Morse Code as a function of presentation rate under three
different modalities. Morse Code signals for letters of the
English alphabet were delivered through a motional display, through vibrotactile presentation, or through acoustic
presentation. The device used for the motional display
delivered sequences of up-down displacements of the
fingertip and mimicked the motions used by ham radio
operators when sending the Morse Code through a straight
keyer. The vibrotactile or acoustic display consisted of
square-wave gating of a 200-Hz sinusoidal signal applied to
a minishaker vibrator or presented diotically to the two ears
under headphones. The ability to receive Morse Code
stimuli (single letters, three-letter random sequences,
common words, and conversational sentences) was examined as a function of presentation rate in words/minute. For
single letters, three-letter sequences, and common words,
participants were instructed to type their responses on a
computer keyboard. For sentences, the participants were
instructed to repeat the sentence verbally. [Experienced
participants were not tested on single letters or three-letter
sequences under the auditory condition as this task was
trivial for them, and the naı̈ve participants were not tested
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TABLE 3
Peak Presentation Rates in Words/Minute for Experienced and Naı̈ve Participants in Morse Code

Results are shown for each of four types of stimuli (single letters, random three-letter sequences, common words, and sentences) under each of
three modes of presentation (motional—M, vibrotactile—V , and auditory—A).

on sentences as this task proved to be too difficult.] The
results are summarized in Table 3, where the peak
presentation rate in words/minute is shown for each
condition and group of participants. An expression of the
peak presentation rate in terms of peak IT rate in bits/
second can be derived by assuming an average word length
of four letters and a bit content of roughly 1.5 bits/letter
(after Shannon [37]). This conversion factor can be
expressed as IT rate ðbits=secondÞ ¼ 0:1  Rate (wpm).
For both groups of participants, auditory reception rates
were nearly twice as high as those for vibrotactile stimulation (except for reception of single letters by naı̈ve
participants), which, in turn, were roughly 1.3 times those
for motional stimulation (except for single letters).
The results indicate similar peak presentation rates for
single letters for both groups of participants (in the range of
20 to 24 wpm). The experienced participants outperformed
the naı̈ve participants on three-letter sequences (by a factor
of roughly 1.5) and on common words (by a factor of
roughly 2.3). For the experienced participants, the peak
presentation rates achieved on sentences were roughly
similar to those for single letters (for motional and
vibrotactile presentation) and correspond to IT rates of
approximately 1.8 bits/s (motional), 2.1 bits/s (vibrotactile),
and 4.3 bits/s (auditory). For the naı̈ve participants, the
peak presentation rates decreased substantially as the
stimuli became more complex. The ability of the experienced participants to receive Morse Code sentences made
up of common words is related to their ability to chunk the
“dit/dah” patterns of Morse Code into letters, which are
then used to form words, which, in turn, are turned into
short phrases. Thus, the grammatical and syntactical
structure of the sentences provide cues which the experienced participants use in decoding the stream of incoming
“dit/dah” patterns. In contrast, the naı̈ve participants do not
have the ability to process the incoming code into patterns of
words and phrases necessary for sentence reception.
It is difficult to compare the Morse Code results with
those of our studies on the identification of multidimensional tactual stimuli in terms of optimal presentation rates.
The size of an “item” in the Morse Code studies depends on
the definition of the basic unit which is used to process
information, which may be “dit” and “dah” signals, letters,
words, or phrases. If we assume that the basic item is a
word, then the optimal item presentation rates of the
experienced participants for sentence reception translate
into 0.33 words/s for motional stimulation, 0.40 words/s
for vibrotactile stimulation, and 0.72 words/s for auditory
stimulation. These optimal item presentation rates are
substantially below those observed in our studies with
multidimensional tactual signals (see Table 2), as are the

estimated peak IT rates. Although the inefficiency of the
alphabetic code employed in Morse Code clearly imposes a
limitation on the rates that can be achieved with this
method, the results of this study are important in
demonstrating the effects of training (as seen in comparisons of performance for experienced versus naı̈ve participants) and modality (as seen in comparisons of the familiar
auditory modality versus the motional and vibrotactile
modalities) on optimal IT rates.

5

FACTORS RELATED TO OUTCOME OF IT-RATE
MEASUREMENTS

A number of factors probably contributed to the differences
in results obtained among the sets of studies described in
Sections 2, 3, and 4. One such factor is the use of a forcedpace task in the earlier studies (Section 2) as opposed to the
AXB, single-trial probes in our research (Section 3). Another
such factor is the amount of training and experience that
participants have with the experimental stimuli (e.g., see
Section 4). Additional factors that likely contribute to the
outcome of IT rate measurements include such things as
the inherent complexity of the stimulus set and stimulusresponse compatibility. Comments on some of these factors
are presented below.

5.1 Use of Forced-Pace Task
Perhaps the most crucial difference in procedure between the
sets of studies described in Sections 2 and 3 lies in the use of a
forced-pace task in the early studies [27], [28] as opposed to
the single-trial AXB probes employed in our own research
[29], [30], [23]. In the forced-pace procedure, the stimuli are
presented in a continuous sequence at some given rate of
presentation. The participant must respond to each stimulus
as it is presented and at the same time be attentive to the next
stimulus in the sequence. In this method, the participant’s
response to a given stimulus is looked for over some
predetermined time interval based on a priori knowledge
of the participant’s mean RT. In the AXB procedure, on
the other hand, participants are presented with three stimuli
at a given rate of presentation and are asked to identify only
the middle one; participants are given as much time as
necessary to respond; and the next trial is initiated only after
the response to the previous trial is received.
A set of advantages and disadvantages is associated with
each of these methods. A major advantage of the forcedpace procedure is that it simulates more closely the
demands imposed in realistic situations that require
continuous processing of extended sequences of signals.
The disadvantage of this method is that the time required
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for a motor response is interwoven into the presentation
rate; the stimuli must be paced in such a way as to allow
time for the participant to respond while still being able to
attend to the incoming stimuli. In some ways, the forcedpace method is analogous to a speech-reception task
requiring “shadowing” of the speech message. Such tasks,
which require attention to “back” stimuli in a sequence,
have been demonstrated to place a large demand on
memory on the basis of both perceptual and neuroimaging
results (e.g., see [39]).
Klemmer and Muller [27] argue that participants are not
limited in the forced-pace case by their ability to make the
required motor response in time but only by their
perceptual ability. This argument is based on the observation that the information in the responses (i.e., IR) remains
high even though IT rate drops drastically at the highest
presentation rates. However, high information in the
responses, IR, can be achieved merely by use of the
response alternatives with relatively equal probabilities
(see Section 2). As long as the participant responds to each
stimulus and makes use of the response alternatives with
roughly equal probabilities, it is possible to obtain high
values of IR in the presence of low values of IT.
The AXB procedure has the advantage of keeping the
response time separate from the presentation time. However, it has the disadvantage of probing the participant’s
ability to identify only the middle item in a sequence of
three items. The IT rates estimated using this procedure
may be considerably greater than the rates that would be
achieved for longer sequences of stimuli.
Another procedural difference in the two sets of studies
lies in the way in which stimulus duration and ISI are
manipulated to achieve different rates of information
presentation. In Klemmer and Muller’s research, stimulus
duration and ISI were equal and decreased with presentation rate. In our own research, the signal duration was fixed
at some given value and different presentation rates were
achieved by varying ISI. In one case, the stimulus duration
gets shorter as presentation rate increases, but the interstimulus interval remains equal to the stimulus duration. In
the other case, the stimulus duration remains constant, but
the interstimulus duration is decreased in order to increase
the presentation rate. The extent to which this difference in
manipulating item presentation rate has an effect on
measurement of IT rate is not yet clear.

5.2

Stimulus Familiarity and Stimulus-Response
Compatibility
The degree to which participants are familiar with the
stimuli used in experiments to measure IT rates varies
across studies. Some experiments have employed stimuli
that are derived from natural methods of human communication and are very familiar to the participants prior to the
experimental study. Other studies have employed sets of
artificially constructed stimuli on which participants receive
only laboratory training. Peak IT rates for certain natural
methods of communication are estimated to be as high as
40-60 bits/s (e.g., auditory reception of speech and visual
reception of sign language). Peak IT rates obtained with
artificially constructed sets of stimuli are typically less than
18 bits/s. For the flashing light stimuli employed by
Klemmer and Muller [27], maximal IT rates ranged from
roughly 2.8 to 10.5 bits/s, and for the multidimensional
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tactual stimuli employed by Tan et al. [23], maximal IT rates
were in the range of 10 to 18 bits/s. For a given level of
performance in a static identification task, the maximal
achievable IT rate is likely to be higher with stimuli that are
highly learned for use in natural communication as
opposed to stimuli to which the participant has had a
limited amount of exposure in the laboratory.
Another important factor governing performance (e.g.,
IT rate or RT) is stimulus-response compatibility, based on
the nature of the response code assigned to the stimuli both
at the level of the particular set of responses employed (Fitts
and Seeger [40]) and at the level of the mapping of elements
between the set of responses and the set of stimuli (Fitts and
Deininger [41]). It seems unlikely, however, that this factor
was a major source of the different pattern of results
obtained for IT rate as none of the studies in Sections 2 or
3 appear to violate obvious rules associated with stimulusresponse compatibility (see research and reviews by [42],
[43], [44], [45], [46], [47], [48]). For example, the spatial
correspondence employed by Klemmer and Muller [27] in
mapping their visual stimuli to motor response appears to
have a high degree of compatibility. Similarly, in our own
studies, the mapping of the tactual stimulus sets to the visual
response sets reflected the underlying dimensions employed
in the construction of the stimuli, another property that is
highly linked to stimulus-response compatibility.

6

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The IT rate arises from an interaction between the
information in the stimulus set and the rate at which items
from this set are presented to the participant. Several
patterns of interactions between IS and presentation rate
emerge from the studies reviewed in the present paper.
For highly learned stimuli (such as speech), IT rates are
estimated to be in the range of roughly 22 to 54 bits/s. The
lower end of the range corresponds to measurements of
normal rates of speech production and the upper end of the
range to measurements for reception of time-compressed
speech. The information available in the speech signal is
constant in these estimates and the range of values arises
from a change in presentation rate over a range from
roughly 4.2 to 10 words/s at which listeners are able to
receive speech with very few errors. As the rate increases
above 10 words/s (achieved through artificial manipulation
of the signal), there appear to be perceptual limitations on
the ability to receive the signal.
Many of the laboratory studies reviewed here were
conducted with artificial sets of stimuli on which participants received some fixed amount of training prior to
measurements of optimal presentation rates and peak IT
rates. The interaction between IS and presentation rate in
determining peak IT rates appears to depend at least in part
on the experimental paradigm. For studies conducted with
a forced-pace procedure, the optimal presentation rate
appears to be fixed at roughly 2.5 items/s. Thus, an increase
in IT can be obtained only with an increase in IS. The
occurrence of an optimal fixed presentation rate likely arises
from physical limitations on response time. For studies
conducted with an AXB procedure, on the other hand, the
peak IT rate itself appears to be fixed and comes about
through a trade-off between IS and rate of presentation.
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The maximum IT rates observed in studies with
unfamiliar stimuli (either under the forced-pace or AXB
paradigm) are in the range of roughly 10-18 bits/s,
substantially lower than those observed with sets of highly
learned signals. Improved maximal IT rates in such studies
may be obtained through increased training on a given set
of stimuli. An important consideration in training lies in the
issue of stimulus-response compatibility. To some extent,
increased training may lead to an improvement in the
participant’s ability to associate a given stimulus with a
given response. There are, however, examples in the
literature (e.g., [40]) that suggest that certain stimulusresponse configurations set a limit on IT that cannot be
overcome by training.
One final point regarding the studies considered in this
review is that they are concerned solely with measuring IT
rates in one-way communication segments. A more
comprehensive approach would include consideration of
IT rates in continuous, two-way, round-trip, communication paradigms. In one cycle of such a paradigm, it would
be necessary to take into account not only the one-way
presentation rate associated with the sender and the
correctness of interpretation by the receiver, but also the
“turnaround” time for the receiver, the presentation rate
achieved by the receiver, the correctness of the interpretation of the receiver’s message by the sender, and the
turnaround time for the sender. Obviously, a more complex
experimental protocol is required to obtain IT rates in such
a two-way, round-trip paradigm compared to the experimental procedures employed in the one-way communication segments considered in the studies reviewed here.
The ultimate goal of utilizing any artificially coded haptic
signals such as the tactons in mobile devices is to optmize the
information throughput through such a device. This can be
in the form of vibrotactile patterns that not only alert the user
but convey some aspects of the nature of the alert (e.g., an
incoming call, a 5-min reminder of an upcoming meeting,
etc.), or a sequence of patterns on a wearable vest that spells
out, say, a military hand signal. The use of information
theory in characterizing IT and IT rate with these communication systems can potentially quantify user performance
independent of the context of the specific task, stimulation
mode, or stimulus characteristics. For example, Summers et
al. (1994 and 1997) estimated IT rates achievable with
vibrotactile hearing aids and compared them with those of
natural speech communication methods [33], [34]. In terms
of evaluating the stimulus parameters for creating communication systems, an approach has been proposed [19] for
measuring ITs from each parameter of a multidimensional
display using a roving-background identification paradigm.
In general, the increasing severity of the “information
overload” problem facing individuals in our society, and
our still very restricted understanding of how to display
information to alleviate this problem, strongly suggest that
further research in this area is critically important.
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